
Al Iejaz uPVC pipes seeks regional distributors
in GCC and Africa
Distributor program backed by value-
added elements like volume discounts,
rebates, co-op marketing, training, sales
support and much more

SHARJAH, SHARJAH, UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES, November 23, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Al Iejaz uPVC pipes seeks regional
distributors in GCC and Africa 

Distributor program backed by value-added elements like volume discounts, rebates, co-op marketing,
training, sales support and much more

Sharjah, Nov 23, 2016:  AL IEJAZ PLASTIC PIPES IND. LLC, UAE-based ISO 9001:2008 certified
company , manufacturer of uPVC (unplasticized polyvinyl chloride) or rigid PVC pipes for Soil, Waste
(above ground), Sewer and Drainage (under ground) and Telecom, Electrical Ducts and Conduits,
announced that the company is seeking to expand its GCC and North Africa operation by adding new
distributor partners interested in forming mutually beneficial partnership for growth in these markets.

"The pipes and fittings industry in Middle East and North Africa region has grown considerably over
the past years. Factors such as rising population leading to increased demand for housing and
agricultural products, increased government thrust on infrastructure development, rising demand from
construction and manufacturing sector and increasing recognition among people regarding the
benefits of PVC pipes over other conventional piping systems have impelled the scope for PVC pipe
industry in the region in the past and the trend is expected to continue in the future years as well, "
said Ajaz Majid, CEO of Al IEJAZ PLASTIC PIPES.

"Our company is experiencing steady growth in the U.A.E market, an active business and commercial
hub of the Arab World. When I hear about what markets across MENA region want from a uPVC pipe
manufacturer, I get very excited. Their needs align with the capabilities and features of what we
started manufacturing even years ago," he stated.

"Partnering with us with provide distributors an opportunity to leverage one of the most proven and
innovative product portfolios in the industry for new revenue opportunities, all backed by a best-in-
market distributor program offering value-add elements like volume discounts, rebates, co-op
marketing, training, sales support and much more", he added.

For more information about the AL IEJAZ PLASTIC PIPES IND. LLC product portfolio and distributor
programs contact : info@iejazplastic.com or +971 6 5439928 or http://www.iejazplastic .com
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AL IEJAZ PLASTIC PIPES IND. LLC, is one of the leading plastic industry in the U.A.E. for UPVC
pipes. The Company was established in the year 2002 and has been pioneering industry in
manufacturing UPVC pipes for sewer drain, drainage.

AL IEJAZ PLASTIC PIPES IND. LLC has achieved a remarkable success in the region of GCC by it's
longest presence and commitment to the quality and service to the utmost satisfaction of the
customers. In order to achieve this remarkable success in the region, AL IEJAZ PLASTIC PIPES IND.
LLC has a backup of highly experienced and professional personnel which have enabled us to
contribute significantly in the regional development of construction, plumbing sectors.

Our products are manufactured by using the modern technology in the field of plastic extruders. The
manufacturing processes are specially taken care with in house quality control to ensure that the end
product meets quality, reliability to the climatic condition of the Gulf region. Besides in house quality
control, tests are also carried out through independent laboratories of international standards to
Certify the quality of our products. For More information: contact info@iejazplastic.com  or +971 6
5439928 or visit http://www.iejazplastic.com 
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